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Abstract. We investigate an evolutionary robot system where (sim-
ulated) modular robots can reproduce and create robot children that
inherit the parents’ morphologies by crossover and mutation. Within
this system we compare two approaches to creating good controllers,
i.e., evolution only and evolution plus learning. In the first one the con-
troller of a robot child is inherited, so that it is produced by applying
crossover and mutation to the controllers of its parents. In the second
one the controller of the child is also inherited, but additionally, it is
enhanced by a learning method. The experiments show that the learning
approach does not only lead to different fitness levels, but also to differ-
ent (bigger) robots. This constitutes a quantitative demonstration that
changes in brains, i.e., controllers, can induce changes in the bodies, i.e.,
morphologies.
Keywords: Morphological evolution · Life-time learning ·
Evolutionary Robotics · Modular robots
1 Introduction
In the field of Evolutionary Robotics, evolving the controllers of robots has been
much more explored than evolving their morphologies [4,5]. This is not surpris-
ing, considering that the challenge of evolving both morphology and controller
is much greater than evolving the controller alone. In case of the joint evolution
of morphologies and controllers there are two search spaces and the search space
for the controllers changes with every new robot morphology produced. This
challenge was firstly explored in Sims’ seminal work [15], and more recently in
multiple studies [6,10,11,16].
In the present study we consider morphologically evolving robot popula-
tions. Our main goal is to investigate the effects of life-time learning in these
populations. To this end, we set up a system where (simulated) modular robots
can reproduce and create offspring that inherits the parents’ morphologies by
crossover and mutation. Regarding the controllers, we implement and compare
two methods. Method 1 works by evolving the robot controllers. In this method,
controllers are inheritable, where the controller of the offspring is produced by
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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applying crossover and mutation to the controllers of the parents. In Method 2,
controllers are not only inheritable (hence, evolvable), but also learnable. In this
method, the controller of the offspring is produced by a learning method that
starts with the inherited brain.
The specific research questions we are to answer here are as follows:
– How does life-time learning affect evolvability?
– How does life-time learning affect the morphological properties of the popu-
lation?
– How does life-time learning drive the course of evolution?
2 Methodology
The datasets and code of this study are stored at ssh.data.vu.nl in the
karinemiras-evostar2020 directory, and can be accessed given administrative
request.
2.1 Morphology
We are using simulated robots based on RoboGen [2] whose morphologies (“mor-
phologies”) are composed of modules shown in Fig. 1. Any module can be
attached to any other module through its attachable slots, except for the sensors,
which can not be attached to joints. Our morphologies consist of a single layer,
i.e., the modules do not allow attachment on the top or bottom slots, only on
the lateral ones, but the joints can bend, so the robots can ‘stand’ in a 3D-shape.
Each module type is represented by a distinct symbol in the genotype.
Fig. 1. At the left, the robot modules: Core-component with controller board (C);
Structural brick (B); Active hinges with servo motor joints in the vertical (A1) and
horizontal (A2) axes; Touch sensor (T). C and B have attachment slots on their four
lateral faces, and A1 and A2 have slots on their two opposite lateral faces; T has a
single slot which can be attached to any slot of C or B. The sequence of letters (T or
n) in C and B indicate if there is a sensor on the laterals left, front, right and back (for
C only), in this order. At the right, an example of robot in simulation.
2.2 Controller
The controller (“controller”) is a hybrid artificial neural network, which we call
Recurrent CPG Perceptron (Fig. 2, right).
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For every joint in the morphology, there exists a corresponding oscillator
neuron in the network, whose activation function is calculated through a Sine
wave with three parameters: Phase offset, Amplitude, and Period. The oscillators
are not interconnected, and every oscillator may or may not possess a direct
recurrent connection. Additionally, every sensor is reflected as an input for the
network, which might connect to one or more oscillators, having the weights of
its connections ranging from −1 to 1. The CPG [9] generates a constant pattern
of movement, even if the robot is not sensing anything, so that the sensors are
used either to suppress or to reinforce movements.
Representation and Operators. We use an evo-devo style generative encod-
ing to represent the robots. Specifically, our genomes –that encode both mor-
phology and controller– are based on a Lindenmayer-System (L-system) inspired
by [8]. The grammar of an L-System is defined as a tuple G = (V,w, P ), where
– V , the alphabet, is a set of symbols containing replaceable and non-
replaceable symbols.
– w, the axiom, is a symbol from which the system starts.
– P is a set of production-rules for the replaceable symbols.
The following didactic example illustrates the process of iterative-rewriting
of an L-System. For a given number of iterations, each replaceable symbol is
simultaneously replaced by the symbols of its production-rule. Given w = X,




Iteration 2: XY Z
Iteration 3: XY ZXZ
In our system each genotype is a distinct grammar in the syntax specified
by the types of modules we have. The alphabet is formed by symbols denoting
the morphological modules and commands to attach them together, as well as
commands for defining the structure of the controller. The construction of a phe-
notype (robot) from a genotype (grammar) is done in two stages. In the first stage
(early development), the axiom of the grammar is rewritten into a more complex
string of symbols (intermediate phenotype), according to the production-rules
of the grammar. (Here we set the number of iterations to 3). In the second stage
(late development), this string is decoded into a phenotype. The second stage of
this process is illustrated in Fig. 2. The first stage was omitted because it is some-
what extensive, but it follows work flow shown in the example above. During the
second stage of constructing a phenotype two positional references are always
maintained in it, one for the morphology (pointing to the current module) and
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one for the controller (pointing to the current sensor and the current oscillator).
The application of the commands happens in the current module in the case of
the morphology, while for the controller it happens in (or between) the current
sensor and the current oscillator. More details about the representation can be
found in [12,13].
Fig. 2. Process of late development: decoding an intermediate phenotype into a (final)
phenotype with morphology and controller.
The initialization of a genotype adds, to each production rule, one random
(uniformly) symbol of each the following categories, in this order: Controller-
moving commands, and Controller-Changing commands, Morphology-mounting
commands, Modules, Morphology-moving commands. This can be repeated for
r times, being r sampled from a uniform random distribution ranging from 1
to e. This means that each rule can end up with 1 or maximally e sequential
groups of five symbols (here e is set to 3). The symbol C is reserved to be used
exclusively at the beginning of the production rule C.
The crossovers are performed by taking complete production-rules randomly
(uniform) from the parents. Finally, individuals undergo mutation by adding,
deleting, or swapping one random (uniform) symbol from a random production-
rule/position. All symbols have the same chance of being removed or swapped.
As for the addition of symbols, all categories have equal chance of being chosen
to provide a symbol, and every symbol of the category also has equal chance
of being chosen. An exception is always made to C to ensure that a robot has
one and only one core-component. This way, the symbol C is added as the first
symbol of the C production rule, and can not be added to any other production
rules, neither removed or moved from the production rule of C.
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Once it is possible that only the rules of one single parent end up being
expressed in the final phenotype, and also as it is not rare that one mutation
happens for non-expressed genes, both crossover and mutation probabilities were
set high, to 80%, aiming to minimize this effect.1
For practical reasons (simulator speed and physical constructability) we limit
the number of modules allowed in a robot to a maximum of 100.
2.3 Morphological Descriptors
For quantitatively assessing morphological properties of the robots, we utilized
the following set of descriptors:
1. Size: Total number of modules in the morphology.
2. Relative Number of Limbs: The number of extremities of a morphology









2 ∗  (m−6)3  + (m − 6) (mod 3) + 4, if m ≥ 6
m − 1 otherwise
(1)
where m is the total number of modules in the morphology, l the number of
modules which have only one face attached to another module (except for
the core-component) and lmax is the maximum amount of modules with one
face attached that a morphology with m modules could have, if containing
the same amount of modules arranged in a different way (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Morphology (a) has four modules that could be extremities (considering the
limit determined by the size of the morphology), but only the two indicated by green
arrows are; (b) has the maximum number of extremities it could have. (Color figure
online)
3. Relative Length of Limbs: The length of limbs relative to a practical limit.





, if m ≥ 3
0 otherwise
(2)
1 This means that around 80% of the offspring will be result of crossovers, and also
that around 80% of the offspring will suffer the above explained mutation.
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where m is the total number of modules of the morphology, e is the number
of modules which have two of its faces attached to other modules (except for
the core-component), and emax = m − 2 – the maximum amount of modules
that a morphology with m modules could have with two of its faces attached
to other modules, if containing the same amount of modules arranged in a
different way2 (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. While in morphology (b) the maximum possible quantity of modules was used
as the extension of a limb, in (a), the module indicated by an orange arrow was used
as an extra limb. (Color figure online)
4. Proportion: The length-width ratio of the rectangular envelope around the





where ps is the shortest side of the morphology, and pl is the longest side, after
measuring both dimensions of length and width of the morphology (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Morphology (a) is disproportional and (b) is proportional.
A complete search space analysis of the utilized robot framework and its
descriptors is available in [12,13], demonstrating the capacity of these descriptors
to capture relevant robot properties, and proving that this search space allows
high levels of diversity.
2.4 Evolution
We are using overlapping generations with population size μ = 100. In each
generation λ = 50 offspring are produced by selecting 50 pairs of parents
through binary tournaments (with replacement) and creating one child per pair
by crossover and mutation. From the resulting set of μ parents plus λ offspring,
100 individuals are selected for the next generation, also using binary tourna-
ments. The evolutionary process is stopped after 30 generations, thus all together
2 The types of modules would not have to be necessarily the same, as long as the
morphology had the same amount of modules.
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we perform 1.550 fitness evaluations per run. For each environmental scenario
the experiment was repeated 10 times independently.
The task used was undirected locomotion, and the fitness utilized was the





where bx is x coordinate of the robot’s center of mass in the beginning of the
simulation, ex is x coordinate of the robot’s center of mass at the end of the
simulation, and t is the duration of the simulation.
2.5 Learning
The life-time learning of the robots was carried out by optimizing the parameters
of the oscillators of their controllers (Fig. 2, right) using the algorithm CMA-
ES [7]. The μ (population size) and λ (offspring size) values are defined according
to the dimension N of the controller (number of oscillators in the controller and
its parameters), and is defined as with Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively.
λ = 4 + 3 × log(N) (5)
μ = λ/2 (6)
These parameters were chosen based on [7], and the maximum number of
evaluations was set to be at least 100. Because not always λ is a divisor of 100,
some runs can have a few more evaluations than that.
Given that we decided to experiment with evolution-only versus learning-
only, the initial mean and standard deviation of the multivariate normal distri-
butions were defined randomly, instead of derived from the parameters that the
L-System defines.
2.6 Experimental Setup
All experiments were carried out on a plane flat floor with no obstacles. While
the morphologies were evolving in all of the experiments, we tested two different
methods for optimizing controllers: Method 1 works by evolving the robot con-
trollers. In this system, controllers are inheritable, whereas the controller of the
offspring is produced by applying crossover and mutation to the controllers of the
parents. We refer to this method as Evolvable throughout the paper. In Method
2, controllers are not only inheritable (hence, evolvable), but also learnable. In
this method, the controller of the offspring is produced by a learning method that
starts with the inherited brain. We refer to this method as Learnable throughout
the paper.
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3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Evolvability and the Production Costs
As expected, adding a life-time learning capacity to the system increased the
speed of the population, as depicted by Figs. 6 and 7. This was expected for two
reasons: (a) the number of evaluations performed by Learnable is around 100
times higher than by Evolvable; (b) in Learnable, robots have time to fine-tune
their controllers to the morphologies they were born with.
On the other hand, while the average speed of Learnable seems to be going
to flatten soon, the average speed of Evolvable keeps growing. Nevertheless,
this is not the aspect we are interested in discussing. Instead, we are interested
in observing which method presents a faster growth of the average speed. In
Fig. 6, the black line shows that around generation 9, Learnable had already
obtained an average speed that took the whole evolutionary period, i.e., 30
generations, for Evolvable to achieve. Of course, we should not neglect that,
as previously mentioned, Learnable at generation 9 had already spent around
55.000 evaluations, while at the final generation Evolvable spent only 1.550.
However, we should consider that Learnable at generation 9 created only 550
robots while Evolvable created 1.550, i.e., around 3 times more. If we consider
real physical robots, and assuming that the production cost of each robot is
substantially higher than the evaluation cost, we can clearly see the advantage
of introducing learning. For instance, the evaluation cost could be around 30 s
and creation cost around 4 h. In this case, Evolvable would take 327.775 min
versus 159.500 min for Learnable, representing a difference of 116 days.
Fig. 6. Speed: progression of the mean of the population (quartiles over all runs). Black
lines mark generation (9), when the Learnable method (after learning) achieved the
levels of speed that the Evolvable method managed to achieve only in the end of the
evolutionary period
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Fig. 7. Comparison of speed in the final generations. The method Learnable:before
is equivalent to a random controller. Significance levels for the Wilcoxon tests in the
boxplots are ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ < 0.001, while NS means non-significant.
3.2 Morphological Properties
In [12], a study utilizing this same robot framework observed a strong selection
pressure for robots with few limbs, most often one single long limb, i.e., a snake-
like morphology. Furthermore, they demonstrated that by explicitly adding a
penalty to having this morphological property, the population did indeed develop
multiple limbs, nevertheless, these robots were much slower than the single-limb
ones.
Interestingly, we have observed in nature that “for many animals, natural
selection may tend to favor structures and patterns of movement that increase
maximum speed”, and, “in almost every case, legged animals can move faster
over land than animals of similar size that lack legs” [1]. Given such notions,
in [12] it was hypothesized the following, concerning few long limbs having shown
to be a predominant morphological property: “it might be due, not to some
advantage of having fewer limbs, but to the challenge of having multiple limbs.
For example, having one limb that permits locomotion is a challenge in itself,
while having multiple limbs not only multiplies this challenge but also carries an
additional challenge of synchronization, to avoid limbs pulling in different direc-
tions and impairing displacement. Perhaps adding a life-time learning ability to
the robots would allow them to learn how to use their limbs better and obtain
higher speed.”
Though such a hypothesis seems plausible, our experiments have proven it
wrong. Figures 8 and 9 show the comparison between the methods for the emer-
gent morphological properties in the population. We see that the average Num-
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Fig. 8. Morphological properties: progression of the mean of the population (quartiles
over all runs).
bers of Limbs, Length of Limbs, and Proportion in Learnable converge to non
significantly different values than in Evolvable. In summary, with both meth-
ods, the population converged to big, disproportional robots that have few, long
limbs (Fig. 10).
Despite all these similarities, there was one morphological property that
showed to be different, i.e., Size, so that robots in Learnable are signifi-
cantly bigger than in Evolvable. A video showing examples of robots from
both types of experiments can be found in https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=szwZvJnEfYw.
3.3 Morphological Exploitation Through Learning
In Fig. 11 we see that the average learning Δ of the method Learnable, i.e.,
average speed after the parameters were learned minus average speed before the
parameters were learned, grows across the generations. This growth is rather
quick up to generation 15, from when becomes more moderate. Not coinciden-
tally, it is also from generation 15 that the curves of the average morphological
properties started to flatten out. These observations suggest that the life-time
learning led the evolutionary search to more quickly exploit the high performing
morphological properties. In other words, it was faster for the population to turn
into morphologies that are big, disproportional, with few, long limbs.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the morphological properties in the final generations.
Significance levels for the Wilcoxon tests in the boxplots are ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗ < 0.001, while NS means non-significant.
Fig. 10. The three best robots of each run for both control methods. Figures were
scaled to fit the frame.
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Fig. 11. Learning Δ, i.e., average speed after the parameters were learned minus aver-
age speed before the parameters were learned. Progression of the mean of the popula-
tion (quartiles over all runs).
4 Conclusions and Future Work
The main goal of this paper was to investigate the effects of life-time learning
in populations of morphologically evolving robots. To this end, we have set up
a system where (simulated) modular robots can reproduce and create offspring
that inherits the parents’ morphologies by crossover and mutation. In this system
we implemented two options to produce controllers (for the task of locomotion).
In the evolutionary method controllers are inheritable, where the controller of the
offspring is produced by applying crossover and mutation to the controllers of the
parents. In the learning method controllers of the offspring are also inheritable,
but additionally, they are fine-tuned by a learning algorithm (specifically, we
employed the CMA-ES as a learner). Conducting experiments with both methods
we obtained answers to our research questions.
Firstly, if we measure time by the number of generations, learning boosts
evolvability in terms of efficiency as well as efficacy, i.e., solution quality at
termination, once its growth curve was steeper and ended higher than that of
the evolutionary method. Of course, this is not a surprise, since the learning
version performs much more search steps. However, a learning trial (testing
another controller) is much cheaper than an evolutionary trial (making another
robot), so we can firmly conclude the advantage of adding lifetime-learning to
an evolutionary robot system.
Secondly, we have witnessed a change in the evolved morphologies when life-
time learning was applied. In particular, the sizes at the end of evolution were
clearly different (while the shapes were not). We find this the most interesting
outcome because it is the opposite of the well-known effect of how the body
shapes the brain [14]. Our results show how the brains can shape the bodies
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through affecting task performance that in turn changes the fitness values that
define selection probabilities during evolution. As far as we know, previously this
has been demonstrated and documented only once in an artificial evolutionary
context [3].
For future work, we aim to look more deeply into the “how the brain shapes
the body” effect. To this end, we are extending the morphological search space by
allowing more complex body shapes. Hereby we hope to introduce more regions
of attraction in the morphological search space, such that the snakes are not
the most dominant life forms and evolution can converge to various shapes. Last
but not least, we are working on a Lamarckian combination of evolution and
life-time learning, where (some of) the learned traits are inheritable.
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